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Abstract Computer simulations of large (M ≥ 7.8) earthquakes rupturing the southern San Andreas
Fault from SE to NW (e.g., ShakeOut, widely used for earthquake drills) have predicted strong long-period
ground motions in the densely populated Los Angeles Basin due to channeling of waves through a series of
interconnected sedimentary basins. Recently, the importance of this waveguide amplification effect for
seismic shaking in the Los Angeles Basin has also been confirmed from observations of the ambient seismic
field. By simulating the ShakeOut earthquake scenario (based on a kinematic source description) for a
medium governed by Drucker-Prager plasticity, we show that nonlinear material behavior could reduce the
earlier predictions of large long-period ground motions in the Los Angeles Basin by up to 70% as compared
to viscoelastic solutions. These reductions are primarily due to yielding near the fault, although yielding
may also occur in the shallow low-velocity deposits of the Los Angeles Basin if cohesions are close to zero.
Fault zone plasticity remains important even for conservative values of cohesions, suggesting that current
simulations assuming a linear response of rocks are overpredicting ground motions during future large
earthquakes on the southern San Andreas Fault.

1. Introduction

The southern part of the right-lateral strike-slip San Andreas Fault (SAF) represents a major source of seismic
hazard in southern California and northern Mexico [e.g., Field et al., 2009]. Because no major event has rup-
tured the portion south of Parkfield since the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake, the southern segments of the SAF
have accumulated a slip deficit of 5–6 m and have the potential to produce an earthquake with a magnitude
as large as Mw 7.8 [Weldon et al., 2004]. To quantify the ground motions that must be expected from such an
event, repeated simulation efforts have been carried out in recent years [e.g., Olsen et al., 1995; Graves, 1998;
Olsen et al., 2006]. In the framework of the 2008 ShakeOut emergency response and preparedness exercise,
numerical simulations of a Mw 7.8 earthquake on the southern SAF were independently performed by three
different groups [Bielak et al., 2010] for a maximum frequency of 0.5 Hz. The source model for the Shake-
Out scenario was imposed kinematically, with slip distribution and rupture times defined through expert
opinion, empirical relationships, and previously published studies [Graves et al., 2008]. All three numeri-
cal methods that simulated the ShakeOut earthquake scenario produced very similar results and predicted
strong amplification in the Los Angeles Basin (LAB), with peak ground velocities (PGVs) exceeding 1 m ⋅ s−1

[Bielak et al., 2010; Graves et al., 2008]. Strong amplifications in the LAB for a SE-NW propagating M 7.7
rupture were already predicted by Olsen et al. [2006] from the earlier TeraShake simulations and attributed
to channeling of seismic waves along a string of sedimentary basins, which form an effective waveguide
connecting the SAF with the LAB in the Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC) Community Veloc-
ity Model (CVM-4) [Magistrale et al., 2000]. Subsequent studies revealed that the amount of shaking in the
LAB is very sensitive to the kinematically imposed rupture speed [Graves et al., 2008], with stronger shaking
generated from faster rupture velocities. Using adjoint simulations, Day et al. [2012] showed that the high-
est excitation in the LAB would occur from super shear (or energetically forbidden subshear, super Rayleigh)
rupture speeds in the segment between the Cajon Pass and the northern Coachella valley. Spontaneous
rupture models, which simulate the propagation of the rupture based on an initial stress distribution and a
fracture criterion, result in much lower PGV extremes in the LAB, with a reduction factor of 2–3 compared to
kinematic rupture models [Olsen et al., 2008, 2009].
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The signature of a waveguide amplification effect that would lead to strong shaking in the LAB during
SE-NW propagating ruptures on the SAF is not only found in synthetic data from computer simulations but
has also been identified in observations of the ambient seismic noise. In the recent San Andreas Virtual
Earthquake - Los Angeles (SAVELA) experiment [Denolle et al., 2014] empirical Green’s functions were
extracted from the ambient seismic field and used to predict long-period ground motions for a suite of M
7.15 scenario earthquakes on the SAF. LAB shaking levels found by SAVELA confirmed the predictions of the
earlier CyberShake simulations [Graves et al., 2011a] that used a similar ensemble of scenario earthquakes,
thereby providing observational evidence for the presence of a waveguide west of the San Gorgonio pass.

Numerical models of large earthquakes on the SAF published to date share the assumption of a linear vis-
coelastic stress-strain relationship in the rocks surrounding the rupture. Methods that predict amplifications
from observations of ambient noise [e.g., SAVELA, Denolle et al., 2014] or weak ground motions [e.g., Field
et al., 1997; O’Connell, 2008] are also inherently assuming linear material behavior. However, it has long
been suggested that the high stresses at the rupture front exceed the strength of crustal rock [Andrews,
1976], leading to absorption of rupture energy by plastic yielding. Effects of near-fault plasticity on rup-
ture dynamics have received considerable attention in recent years [e.g., Andrews, 2005; Ma and Andrews,
2010; Duan and Day, 2008; Dunham et al., 2011; Gabriel et al., 2013]. It has also been suggested that the
large strains induced by energetic long-period surface waves in the LAB may give rise to nonlinear behavior
of the shallow sedimentary rock [Joyner, 2000; Sleep, 2010]. In this paper, we investigate the effect of non-
linear material behavior during large earthquakes on the southern segment of the SAF by simulating the
ShakeOut scenario earthquake for materials governed by viscoelastoplasticity.

2. Modeling Wave Propagation in an Elastoplastic Medium

We use the scalable AWP-ODC (Anelastic Wave Propagation, Olsen et al. [2006], Day and Bradley [2001],
Cui et al. [2010]) finite difference code to model 0–0.5 Hz wave propagation resulting from the kinematic
ShakeOut source description [Graves et al., 2011b; Bielak et al., 2010]. Nonassociated (yielding occurs in
shear) Drucker-Prager plasticity, regularized using time-dependent relaxation [Andrews, 2005], was imple-
mented in AWP-ODC following the return map algorithm, in accordance with guidelines of the SCEC/USGS
(U.S. Geological Survey) dynamic earthquake rupture code verification exercise [Harris et al., 2011]. The
Drucker-Prager yield stress,

Y(𝜏) = max
(

0, c cos𝜑 − (𝜏m + Pf ) sin𝜑
)
, (1)

is a function of the cohesion c, the angle of internal friction 𝜑, the fluid pressure Pf , and the mean stress 𝜏m

(negative in compression). The Drucker-Prager yield condition requires that

F(𝜏) =
√

J2(𝜏) − Y(𝜏) ≤ 0, (2)

where J2 is the second invariant of the stress deviator, 𝐬.

Representative values of fluid pressure Pf were calculated assuming hydrostatic conditions and a groundwa-
ter table located at the surface. Although considerable drawdown of the water table has taken place in the
Los Angeles Basin over the past century due to ground water pumping, recharge is keeping the piezomet-
ric surfaces shallow in several areas, e.g., Whittier Narrows [Reichard et al., 2003]. For the computation of the
initial stress tensor, we assumed a NNE-SSW direction of the major principal stress 𝜎1, representative of the
regional stress field in central and southern California [e.g., Flesch et al., 2000; Townend and Zoback, 2004].
The intermediate principal stress, 𝜎2, was taken as vertical and computed from the lithostatic load. We fur-
ther assumed that the major principal stress is twice as high as the minor principal stress, i.e., 𝜎1 = 4∕3𝜎2

and 𝜎3 = 2∕3𝜎2. With an average angle of 68◦ between the major principal stress and the SAF in southern
California [Townend and Zoback, 2004], this yields a shear to normal stress ratio of ∼0.2 on the fault, close to
the characteristic lower limit that supports sustained pulse-like rupture [e.g., Zheng and Rice, 1998; Noda et
al., 2009; Dunham et al., 2011; Shi and Day, 2013].

Since the values of the friction angle 𝜑 and cohesion c for southern California are poorly constrained, we
derive them from known geophysical properties defined in the CVM-4. We used 𝜑 = 45◦ in hard rock
(shear-wave velocity vs ≥ 2500 m⋅s−1) and 𝜑 = 35◦ in alluvium and soft rock (shear-wave velocity
vs < 2500 m⋅s−1). The greatest uncertainty concerns the cohesion c, which may vary over several orders of
magnitude, from zero in cohesionless shallow sedimentary rock (such as sands) to hundreds of MPa in crys-
talline rock. Here we turn to petroleum industry results, where empirical equations have been developed
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Figure 1. (a) Cohesion as a function of depth at site dla in the LAB
(solid) and at site clt near the SAF (dashed) for the three different
equations. (b) Histogram with cohesions determined from laboratory
tests in four different formations underlying the LAB [CH2M Hill, 2009]
(computed from unconfined compressive strengths).

which relate sedimentary rock strength
to known physical properties [e.g., Chang
et al., 2006]. Such relations use the
unconfined compressive strength, qu,
which we relate to cohesion using the
conservative estimate of c = qu∕2 [e.g.,
Jaeger et al., 2007]. We tested three dif-
ferent cohesion models 1–3 that to our
knowledge cover the realistic range of
values in the area. For model 1 the cohe-
sion (MPa) was defined following an
empirical relation for compacted shale
[Horsrud, 2001]:

c = 3.61 E 0.712
, (3)

where E is Young’s modulus (GPa). For
model 2 we adopted an empirical rela-
tion for sandstones [Chang et al., 2006]
that defines c (MPa) from the interval
velocity Δt (i.e., the inverse of the P wave
velocity, in μs/ft):

c = 0.7069 × 107(Δt)−3
. (4)

Figure 1a shows the cohesion as a func-
tion of depth for site dla (Cerritos) in
the LAB and site clt (Colton) close to the
SAF. For model 1 cohesions range from
∼5 MPa at the surface to more than
100 MPa in deep bedrock. Model 2

predicts cohesions of ∼0.7 MPa near the surface and values similar to model 1 in bedrock. Laboratory deter-
mined cohesions in the Cenozoic sedimentary rocks underlying the LAB [CH2M Hill, 2009], however, are
below 2.4 MPa for the majority of samples (Figure 1b). Furthermore, many previous studies on rupture
dynamics in nonlinear media used cohesions between 0 and 10 MPa [e.g., Andrews, 2005; Ma and Andrews,
2010; Dunham et al., 2011]. For this reason, we sought to define a third cohesion model, which results in
cohesions in the 0 to 10 MPa range while still exhibiting a depth dependency. In model 3 the cohesion is
defined from the shear modulus 𝜇 (Pa),

c = 10−4
𝜇. (5)

which yields a cohesion of ∼50 kPa near the surface and a maximum cohesion of 6.7 MPa in deep bedrock
(Figure 1a). A physical explanation for the low cohesion in model 3 could be the result of fracture generation
over numerous earthquake cycles. The simulations were carried out in the CVM-4 [Magistrale et al., 2000]
with the minimum shear velocity set to 500 m⋅s−1, as for the previous ShakeOut simulations (Figure 2a).

3. Reduction of Ground Motions by Plastic Yielding

PGVs obtained for a linear viscoelastic medium (Figure 2b) exceed 1 m⋅s−1 inside a large area along the main
waveguide connecting the San Bernardino Basin (SBB) and the LAB, with PGVs above 2 m⋅s−1 in isolated
patches (e.g., Whittier Narrows, site rus). When plasticity based on cohesion model 2 is taken into account,
PGVs remain generally below 1 m⋅s−1 in the LAB, with the exception of a small streak in the Whittier Nar-
rows corridor (Figure 2c). Plasticity also results in a reduced directivity toward the NW and reduced PGVs in
the SBB.

Figure 3 compares the reduction in PGVs resulting from the three different cohesion models with respect
to the viscoelastic solution. When using relation 1 (Figure 3a), which represents the most conservative
cohesion model we tested, PGV reductions of more than 30% are obtained for a large area in the LAB,
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Figure 2. (a) Shear-wave velocity vs at 200 m depth defined from CVM-4. (b) ShakeOut horizontal peak ground velocities
obtained for a viscoelastic medium, and (c) an elastoplastic medium using cohesion model 2.

with reductions above 50% inside smaller patches. PGV reductions of 30–40% are also observed in the San
Gabriel mountains north of the LAB, reflecting reduced source directivity. For cohesion model 2 (Figure 3b),
PGVs in the LAB are reduced by up to 60%, with reductions above 30% observed inside a larger area com-
pared to cohesion model 1. If cohesions are defined using model 3, plasticity reduces PGVs by more than
60% inside a wide region along the main waveguide, with reductions above 30% virtually everywhere in
the LAB and reductions of up to 70% in localized areas (Figure 3c). Note that decreasing the artificially high
minimum S wave velocity of the ShakeOut simulations (500 m/s) would further amplify these reductions
in model 3. Figure 4 shows velocity seismograms obtained by linear viscoelastic and elastoplastic simula-
tions with the three cohesion models at three locations [Graves et al., 2008]: clt in the SBB, rus in the Whittier
Narrows corridor, and dla in the LAB.

To identify regions of energy loss due to plastic yielding, we saved the final principal plastic strain 𝜂 (calcu-
lated as the maximum eigenvalue of the final plastic strain tensor) inside the computational volume down to
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Figure 3. Reduction in horizontal peak ground velocities (%) obtained with cohesion models (a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3 with
respect to the viscoelastic solution.

16 km depth. Figure 5a shows 𝜂 at 200 m depth for cohesion model 1. Permanent deformation occurs only
inside a confined, less than 1 km wide zone surrounding the fault (enlarged area in Figure 5a). On the other
hand, permanent deformation occurs in a wide zone around the fault for cohesion model 3 (Figure 5b),
with the level of deformation decreasing with increasing distance from the rupture. For this model we
also observe nonlinear behavior in the sedimentary deposits of the LAB/SBB, which results in permanent
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Figure 4. Three-component velocity seismograms obtained for a viscoelastic material (black) and a elastoplastic material
using cohesion models 1 (red), 2 (green), and 3 (black). Numbers above each trace denote the peak value in cm⋅s−1. See
Figures 2 and 3 for site locations.

plastic strain especially along the Whittier Narrows corridor. At depths larger than a few km, plastic strain

occurs only inside a narrow damage zone around the fault for both cohesion models 1 and 3 (Figures 5c and

5d, respectively). For cohesion model 3 the damage zone widens dramatically near the surface, forming a

“flower-like” structure characteristic of real faults [Ma and Andrews, 2010].

To analyze the sensitivity of ground motions to the initial stress field in the vicinity of the SAF, we also

performed an elastoplastic simulation for cohesion model 2 with the major principal stress rotated coun-

terclockwise by 30◦ (pointing to N7.5◦W). This direction was chosen because stress measurements in deep

boreholes show that maximum horizontal stresses near the SAF are rotated to 30–60◦ with respect to the

fault strike [Scholz, 2002]. Peak ground velocities in the LAB resulting from this initial stress model (sup-

porting information Figure S1a) are comparable with the values obtained from the original stress model

(Figure 5c) and reduced by up to 50% with respect to the viscoelastic model (supporting information

Figure S1b). However, PGV reductions above 40% are observed over a larger region with the modified initial

stress model (𝜎1 pointing to N7.5◦W) compared to the original initial stress model (𝜎1 pointing to N22.5◦E;

Figure 3b).
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Figure 5. Principal plastic strain 𝜂 at 200 m depth obtained from cohesion models (a) 1 and (b) 3, with location of cross sections. Plastic strain 𝜂 (indicated by
green-blue shades) on five cross sections through the SAF (view toward NW) for cohesion models (c) 1 and (d) 3. Gray shades reflect shear-wave velocity.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

We have shown that nonlinear effects can significantly reduce the expected long-period ground motions for
a large earthquake on the southern SAF. This is somewhat surprising, as nonlinear effects, albeit mostly stud-
ied for vertically incident SH waves, are assumed to be effective only at higher frequencies [e.g., O’Connell,
2008]. The localization of permanent plastic strain to the fault zone in our simulations shows that the reduc-
tion of PGVs can be attributed entirely to plasticity immediately adjacent to the fault for models 1 (Figure 5c)
and 2 (not shown). For the frequency range considered in the ShakeOut scenario (0–0.5 Hz), nonlinear
behavior in the shallow sedimentary rock of the LAB becomes only important if the sediments are assumed
to be nearly cohesionless, as in model 3. Nevertheless, the greatest reductions in PGVs (compared to a vis-
coelastic solution) are observed on the soft shallow sedimentary rock in the waveguide (Figure 3) for all
the three cohesion models. The near-fault elastic peak shear strains greatly exceed laboratory-established
thresholds (10−5–10−4) for the onset of strain-amplitude-dependent damping [e.g., Vucetic, 1994], with
associated large peak shear stresses. We believe that near-fault plasticity limits the peak stresses of strong
directivity pulses that would otherwise be channeled into the SBB, thereby leading to a reduction of
waveguide amplification and therefore to a disproportionate reduction of PGVs in the LAB.

Our simulations show that the choice of cohesion has a notable impact on the level of ground motions in
the LAB, although the effect of cohesion is only pronounced in the inelastic zone near the surface. The three
cohesion models used in this study were chosen to cover a broad range of possible rock strengths but are
not based on a detailed representation of cohesions in the different sedimentary formations and basement
rocks. For example, we neglected the presence of a weakened damage zone surrounding the fault (not
resolved sufficiently accurately by the current grid resolution of 200 m), which would typically be charac-
terized by a lower cohesion compared to surrounding intact bedrock [e.g., Duan and Day, 2010]. However,
our simulation results show that nonlinearity in the fault zone is important even for conservative values of
cohesion (as in model 1), suggesting that current simulations based on a linear behavior of rocks are over-
predicting the level of ground motion in the LAB during future large earthquakes on the southern SAF.
This would have far-reaching implications on earthquake emergency planning scenarios that are based on
ground motions predicted with linear wave propagation models, such as the damage scenario of the 2008
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Great California ShakeOut [e.g., Porter et al., 2011; Lynch et al., 2011; Wein et al., 2011; Wein and Rose, 2011;
Muto and Krishnan, 2011].

The reduction of peak velocities in our models caused by mostly shallow, near-fault nonlinear effects may
have important implications for the scaling of ground motion intensities between surface-rupturing and
buried earthquakes. All other conditions equal, our results suggest that earthquakes producing surface rup-
ture may generate smaller peak ground motions due to (predominantly near-fault) nonlinear effects on the
produced wave trains, as compared to events on buried faults. Somerville [2003] and others observed such
trends in ground motion records from historical earthquakes, and our findings provide an alternative or
complementary explanation for these observations, as compared to previous mostly rupture dynamics rea-
soning [e.g., Dalguer et al., 2008]. Ground motion intensities are often presented in terms of ground motion
prediction equations, where our results may provide a means to understand and potentially decrease the
uncertainty related to the source terms.

More research is warranted into the effect of plasticity on LAB ground motion levels, especially for simula-
tions based on spontaneous rupture models, including cycles of earthquakes on the same fault systems.
Future studies would benefit from the extension of community structural models to include information on
plastic parameters such as the angle of internal friction 𝜑 and cohesion c, in addition to viscoelastic param-
eters. Community stress models will allow a more precise definition of initial stresses in the medium and
contribute to more accurate predictions of ground motions based on physics-based simulations.
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